Hollice T. Williams Skatepark Survey
August – September 2020
1. Are you a resident of Escambia County? 112 total
responses
a. • Yes, 95
b. • No, 17

4. What do you normally ride?
a. • Skateboard
b. • BMX Bike
c. • Inline Skates
d. • Scooter
e. • Mountain Bike
f. • Longboard
g. • Not Applicable
h. • Other

6. How many days a week would you get out and ride the
skatepark in your town?
a. • One day a week
b. • Two days a week
c. • Three days a week
d. • Four days a week
e. • Five Days a week
f. • Six days a week
g. • Every day

2. What is your Zip Code?

Zip Codes
92057, 9%
90712, 9%

32174, 3% 32404,
3%

32501, 3%
32503, 3%
32502, 3%

36542, 4%

32504, 3%

36527, 4%

32505, 3%
32506, 3%

35207, 3%

32507, 3%

32580, 3%

32508, 3%
32514, 3%

32571, 3%

32516, 3%

32570, 3%
32566, 3%
32563, 3%

32561, 3%
32548, 3% 32534, 3%

32526, 3%
32533, 3%

---••5. What is your skill level?
a. • Beginner
b. • Intermediate
c. • Advance
d. • Not Applicable

7. Describe your perfect skatepark.
a. • Plaza only/No transition
b. • Ramp Park
c. • Even between all disciplines
d. • Bowl/Transition only
e. • Street Course
f. • Other

5

3. What is your Age?

5

AGE
51-60, 5%0-10, 0%
41-50, 14%

d

30

11-20, 21%

31-40, 19%
21-30, 36%
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8. Any additional input?
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Filling this form out for my 7-year-old son. I don't skate but he skates every day. While we
don't live in Pensacola, we are there a couple times a week for him to skate at Waterboyz.
South Alabama and the Pensacola area desperately need more skateparks. We look forward
to seeing what you come up with. Can't wait!
As a big fan and a huge advocate for this project I would like to express a couple of opinions.
When it comes to the skatepark design if it could be a street and transition park but have
them sectioned off from each other while maintaining proper flow. Less like the Venice
beach skatepark, or more like your Lot 11 skatepark, or possibly Team Pains recent skatepark
in St Petersburg Florida. A couple specific spot implementation suggestions, if the majority of
flatbars, down rails, and handrails could be round with a solid amount of thickness that
would be fantastic. Also, while being able to maintain "buck" spots on the park also
implement some mellower ramps, rails, euros, manny pads. If the angles of the ramps could
be a moderate mellow throughout the park and all having the same angle/ degree
compensating for height difference that would be perfect. All of this comes from a hopeful
skater who would love to see the Pensacola skate scene get a beautiful park that gives some
of these skaters what they are more than capable of in terms of skill.
Miniramp and a flow bowl would be great
The concrete finish and use of space at the Miami Lot 11 Skate Park is world class. The news
that Pivot Custom is on board for the build is very exciting to hear!
Just give us another version of the park you built in Miami.
snake run would be great. one basic pool with just 1 foot of vert with 8-9' transitions in deep
end. pump track would be cool.
Hello, my my is Billy & I've been skateboarding for 35 years. This area definitely needs a good
pyramid & a bank to ledge. An oval shaped double sided curb would be really cool.
you guys should make transitional skate spots like really small quarter pipes or rails and have
them get bigger around the park, so it makes it easier for people to progress
Myself and others have often been traveling to the new Helen McCall skate park in South
Walton Florida. An all concrete setup would be preferred over prefabricated ramps.
Something like that but larger would be a great addition to our city. A pump track would be a
really sweet addition to having street, transition, and a bowl.
Pumptrack around the whole park, multiple bowls with varying transitions. Rest can be plaza.
Please make this park a poured in place cement skatepark. Please do not put any prefab
metal ramps.
Ledges and hubbas! Local skate scene loves em!
I would love if there was a good sized euro gap featured somewhere in the park. Lot 11 is so
sick, so anything remotely similar to that park is ideal.
Plaza style street course and a medium sized bowl and mini ramp. Vert wall. Wall ride
section. Different stair sizes. 2 stair 4 stair 6 stair 8 stair. Circle handrails only with a kink
down he 4 stair. Manual pads. Bump to bar. Euro gaps.
I started skating in Pensacola back in 86' eventually moved to California to pursue a career in
filming skating. Super excited to see this happening. Definitely going to be coming to
Pensacola for the grand opening. Thank you. Ricki Bedenbaugh
I would just prefer a skatepark on the bigger size so that even on busy days everyone of
every skill level can feel comfortable and confident to come join the session. Im someone of
advanced skill and would skate anything in the park myself but do feel there should a smaller
section in a part of the park that is designed for beginner skateboarders and scooters. It
would be nice if the main courses were more accessible to mid level to pro level riders but
have that section aside so the kids could stay out of the way of the bigger kids and adults
who could accidently run into them cause by nature they're moving at a way faster speed.
Very smooth concrete is also a must. Falling wouldnt scrape us up as much as when we can
slide with the fall. Please no metal ramps ; it's not ideal for the heat and moisture of Florida
weather . It burns when hot and can be slippery when wet at night from dew making it very
dangerous. Just a big modern well rounded skatepark is what the area riders deserve.
Starting out basic. Focusing on good but basic ledges, round rails, and quarterpipes. We
should think of how we line these objects up to ensure they line up well and create a good
flow around the park. Then we can branch out with more unique obstacles. Basics first. Flow
first.
I'll take a decent stair set and thank you!
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A pump track around the perimeter or incorporated in/out would be an awesome addition.
WATER FOUNTAINS AND BATHROOM PLEASE IM BEGGING
Would love to see a snake run of some sort or some humps you could pump over around the
perimeter of the park. Also maybe a more mellow beginners bowl or roll in run of some kind
to help kids adjust to transition. The skatepark in Louisville KY minus the full pipe bowl and
wooden vert ramp I think this is a quality balance of street and tranny for both beqinners and
advanced skaters as far as a desiqn research suggestion. Street section could be bigger with
some manny pads or boxes.
NO SCOOTERS OR BIKES LIKE THE PARKS IN SOCAL(ex. Encinitas, VANS, Alga Norte, Etnies,
Volcom, Prince) Concrete pump track, multiple bowls and park runs with spines, volcanos,
pool and metal coping. Mini ramps and mini transition ramps like Encinitas YMCA. Prince
Alex Road park in Oceanside CA is the best mix if street and transition for a model. The mini
CATF bowl at Linda Vista is a qreat park bowl too.
We would love to have a nice bowl - maybe with a roll in too! A pump track would be sick,
but a mix between transition with quarter pipes and banks, and street with stairs, ledges and
rails would be fair. Fun for all! Unique architecture such as bricks would be really neat for our
city. The park will be near a historic part of town. Can't go wrong with a mini ramp, and
please please give us some slappy curbs! Many thanks.
The new skatepark should be 24 hours!! Some people got different work hours!
Plaza like at Woodward!!! With qrass qaps or just obstacle qaps, lonq rails and stairs.
Something for everyone.
The original concept seemed perfect, honestly. It seemed to be a perfect balance of street
and transition. Better then most plazas I've seen! Except for Lot 11 (; Predate y'all!
Super stoked on this! Pensacola needs a good skate park!
Build the park with a manual pad the closest one is in Fort Walton.
We are so excited about this! We love the park in gulf breeze, but would much prefer to stay
closer to home in Pensacola. Can't wait for this to happen!
This is one of the best things the city can do for the skating community.
Smooth, lots of options, and open space. Look up what they have in California and Europe.
Do the research and take the time to make it right. You want people to come from all over to
this beautiful place, make the skatepark enjoyable all day.
Mellow bowl, and quarter pipes. Long flat bar. Mellow hubbas. Good sized hip. Marble
bench. Manny pads. Mega ramp with loop.
Lots of flowinq transition with more traditional skatepark ramps like banks and pyramids and
gaps but not too much street style features. Street skating doesn't need a park but some
features to practice on is good. A good mix of fairly easy sized ramps say 3-4' all the way up
to legitimately large ramps 10' or so, would be awesome so kids have something fun to learn
on and high level skaters aren't immediately bored of the place. Our city is getting more on
board with skating and not as harsh about blocking street skating so making a park full of
ledges and stairs would be a waste of what could be an amazing venue to attract large
contests and pro stops during tours. The Vans Park series style would be a great inspiration
for this one.
Please do not build like the skatepark in Milton by Team Pain. They tried to be too creative in
a small space. Please do only one or two "creative" elements and do mostly "time tested and
proven" popular elements like mini half pipe, keyhole or kidney pool, flowing interconnected
bowls where you can pump and keep speed. Also, please keep adequate "flat" in different
park elements for set up or recovery time! (Our two indoor pensacola parks have bowls that
are built into tight spaces so they sacrificed "flat" to fit them in!)
Snow cone stand and small kids section of park
N/A
Anything with a constant flow with plenty of options during lines, a circle, loop, or a snake
run Would be a nice idea .. l like the look of plazas but with vert
filled this out with my kids in mind - I would like to see different areas in park so beginners
have area to learn without interfering or being in danger
Please just make sure there's a euro gap and bump to ledge and some good 5ft transition
Seating areas that are not skate obstacles would be awesome! Manual pads with coping for
beginners on the sides are essential. So pumped about this park! Great work team!
Fingers crossed for a snake run thrown in somewhere!
They nearest skate park is waterboyz and it's not really that good.
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I think it would be cool to have a good balance between street and tranny and have a set of
stairs that arent too high and to have a good amount of rails that have different heights from
the ground so beginners can learn
Lynch Family Skatepark in Boston
build it, cant wait
add a snake line
Concession stands with food and drinks or food truck area and places to sit, watch, enjoy and
support outdoor activities for all people
Add a round rail that's in the ground, a bump to bar, and a handrail that's easy to learn tricks
on.
I would love a nice flowing street course with a big box jump
A snake run would be fun but maybe some diverse features that also have some ability to
flow together
Nice miniramp! ~4ft tall and extra wide!!!!
Smaller stairsets as well as bigger ones (anywhere from a 4 stair to a 7 stair with a hubba and
rail on them. A pyramid. And PLEASE HAVE A SNAKE RUN!
Some flowy runs for us older guys would be rad. A lot of locals are cross disciplined with
skating and surfing so a lot of us kids surf style skate these days.
A nice plaza and some minimal transition would be a fun alternative to waterboyz
A good street course
Pensacola is a surf town. We have great history with the " Paved Wave " Skatepark. Combine
our history of flow bowls and snake runs with new street stuff for the youngsters. We also
had a sic pool at the roadway in called the" Rat Hole" use that history as well..
Please make some small brick tranny or some bumpy coping on some small tranny
I filled this out for my grandson. He loves skate boarding and skates at Waterboyz and
lnnerlight.
Would love to see a plaza style park with some ramps mixed in. A bowl section off to the side
doesn't bother me at all. As long as the park has flow and is nice and wide open with plenty
of room I'll be happy.
Bring on the skatepark!!!
Build it already!
Street obstacles and transition obstacles
I would like to learn how to skate ramps and so forth, however I have no experience outside
of cruising on my board, and find the idea of going to a skate part with my skill level to be
intimidating. I would say this is more than likely a common sentiment among beginners. My
suggestion - when building the skatepark, create something that will be friendly to all skill
levels, from beginner to advanced. Another thought -I don't have any ideas regarding this,
however, it would be nice if there was some way to help beginner level skaters feel more
comfortable and welcome. Personally, I would have started skating at skateparks a long time
ago if I didn't feel so anxious and out of place. I feel like I'm going to be in the way of more
advanced skaters. I believe that the skatepark will be more active and enjoyable if this is
taken into consideration! I also think that the needs of advanced skaters need to be taken
into account as well, of course:)
Constructing a park with elements of both street and transition would provide an
environment in which everyone feels included. By having options, people with different skill
sets would be able to enjoy their own talents while having room to grow without pressure. I
think it is also important to integrate street and transition in a manner that would allow for
movement between the two.
Thanks for all you guys do to make this happen!
Bike repair station, bike rack to lock up on, water bottle filling station, camera for security
I grew up skateboarding in LA, plaza type skateparks are the way of the future. They look
modern, have a street skating vibe which helps keep skaters away from skating on private
property as well. Pensacola needs a skatepark, would love to see this happen!
NO PREFAB METAL RAMPS!
No prefab park. The city will not do any upkeep.
If the city is anything like the county they wont do proper upkeep on the park, so no prefab
junk to rust away.
Have the park accommodate all skill levels, while maintaining flow.Astro turf and covered
areas are always a plus.
A free to the public is helpful to kids from households with no money for after school care.

